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This piece was commissioned for the 2007 Wisconsin State Honors jazz ensemble, so the title is especially
appropriate. (Cabeza de queso translates to "cheese head.")
This piece was commissioned for the 2007 Wisconsin State Honors jazz ensemble, so the title (Cheese Head) is
especially appropriate. There is a warm introductory chorale by the winds which leads to the hot, samba groove
of the chart.
Head cheese is very popular and is usually referred to as queso de cabeza in Chile and Colombia. In Peru,
Ecuador, Bolivia , and Costa Rica, it is also known as queso de chancho . It is known as queso de Cerdo in
Uruguay and Argentina.
Spread head cheeses on a flat surface and let the steam out. Flatten with weight and cool to 6° C (43° F) or
lower. Flatten with weight and cool to 6° C (43° F) or lower. Clean head cheeses of any fat and aspic that
accumulated on the surface and cut off excess twine.
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